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In tax administration practice, due to the insufficient number of collection 
resources and ability, to realize the full process management for all taxpayers, is 
obviously impossible.Especially in the face of increasingly complex economic 
situation and market environment, risks and challenges faced by the tax system, tax 
department is more and more difficult to find out the taxpayer, profit and tax, profit 
tax compliance risk increases greatly.This means that the tax authorities must be 
limited collection resources in the most efficient way to take advantage of.If the tax 
administration practice, lack of continuous analysis of tax risk identification and to 
respond effectively to the mechanism, the choice of tax management can only be: tube 
all taxpayers, or there is no key management, corresponding management.This 
comprehensive management thinking is irrational, will lead to the increased cost of 
both sides of the taxpayers and publicans.Traditional way of tax management has 
obviously can't meet the demand of the development of today's society.Modern 
advocates, the pursuit of tax administration make full use of advanced management 
concept and electronic information technology, management more scientific and 
reasonable.And this kind of tax collection and administration is an important part of 
the new model and innovation tax risk management. 
    According to the research status at home and abroad, the research content and 
research direction, tax and tax risk management theory, reveals the importance of 
strengthening tax risk management.By representing the development course of ningbo 
irs tax risk management, tax risk management system design and is analyzed, the 
concrete industry in ningbo national tax system tax analyzing the shortcomings in the 
course of risk management.Work in combination with tax collection and tax risk 
management theory knowledge, based on current tax situation we are facing, to 
strengthen tax risk management, improve the efficiency of tax collection and 
administration of the plan, from improve all aspects of the tax risk management, put 
forward the measures and Suggestions, in order to effectively reduce the tax risk, save 
unnecessary loss to the greatest extent, promote efficiency of tax administration. 
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